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So what Thomas told us today? 

branes, backreaction, fluxes, D3, conifold, cascade, 
supersymmetry breaking, metastable vacuum, KPV,
Myers effect, polarization, Saclay, quantum decay. 

charge disolved in fluxes, non-trivial topology, sources, 
KPV, Klebanov-Strassler, D6, negatively charged fluid, 
«I would like to thank the organizers», 5-branes, D8, 

charge conservation, throat geometry, moduli 
stabilisation, GKP, (un)physical singularity, anti de siier, 

de Sitter uplift, flux anihilation, D3, 
Polchinski-Strassler, ... 



  

(a very short review of the introduction to the basics of ...)

Polchiski-Strassler at a brane nutshell



  

Brane polarization: the gauge theory prelude

Chiral fields

EOM : SU(2) irrep!

1. Many vacua (including Higgs, ...)

2. «Fuzzy» 2-sphere (Myers effect)

Gaugino

size … and the number of the blocks



  

IR

UV

AdS5 
throat

Mass deformation of 
N=4 SYM

Singularity!!

Brane polarization: the gravity side puzzle 

AdS/CFT
Girardello, Petrini, Porrati, Zaffaroni

1. The solution is singular in the IR

2. We need 5-branes carrying D3-charge:

a. Myers effect D3-D5 (recall the fuzzy 2-sphere)

b. Something should source the flux

The dipole charge

Polchinski, Strassler



  

Polchinski-Strassler: the intuition  

+ +++- -

D3

Electrostatic field

D5

The 3-form flux



  

Polchinski-Strassler: the intuiton (cont.)  

So, what 5-brane(s) we are talking about?

One 5-brane with n  
units of D3 charge

D5
(1,0)

NS5 
(0,1) 

Perfectly counts 
for all vacua!



  

A 5-brane carrying     units of the D3 charge :

Polchinski-Strassler: the (probe) calculation

The leading term in the 
DBI-WZ «non-perfect»

cancellation.
The force felt by probe D3

(2nd order in fluxes)

The 3-form flux term
(1st order in fluxes)

The DBI term from 
the 2-sphere wrapping

r

SUSY vacuum

The Holy Grail of AdS/CFT:
the fully backreacted 5-branes

the expansion 
parameter



  

Polchinski-Strassler: the Magic

The polarization for 
the «new» shell is

independent of the 
position of the «old» 

backreacting 
shells

Different from electrostatics!!



  

Polchinski-Strassler: the Magic (cont.)

How does it work technically?

(co)-closed 3-form 
determined by the BC in the UV

, remember?

by SUSY!



  

Polchinski-Strassler: the M2-M5 version
Bena, Warner

D5/NS5 branes M5 branes

Gaugino mass to break SUSY No gaugino

The SUSY breaking comes only from traceless (L=2) 
harmonics dual to the quadratic operators: 



  

K(achru)-P(earson)-V(erlinde) revisited 

ND3 anti-D3

AdS throat
with flux sing.!

Probe version

Backreacted version



  

KPV revisited (cont.) 

AdS throat of the D3's

KS solution
with ISD flux

Brane dominated region

The gluing surface, the UV of the AdS throat

The UV data for the AdS throat is fixed by the «gluing»



  

KS in 3D

Deformed Conifold Deformed Stenzel space

3-sphere at the tip

3-sphere shrinks at the tip2-sphere shrinks at the tip

SD 3-form flux SD 4-form flux

Klebanov-Strassler C(vetic)-G(ibbons)-L(u)-P(ope) 

4-sphere at the tip

IIB M-theory



  

K(lebanov)-P(ufu) 

NM2 anti-M2

D3 at the NP M2 at the NP

3-sphere at the tip 4-sphere at the tip

D5/NS5 branes M5 branes

M5

very similar to KPV!



  

KP revisited 

NM2 anti-M2

AdS throat
with flux sing.!

Probe version

Backreacted version



  

What happens near the North Pole?

Locally R8 
with SO(4)
isometry! 

There are only two M5 polarization channels:

1. The K(lebanov)-P(ufu) channel (inside the sphere) 

2. Transversal channel (away from the tip) 

M5

M5'

3. No «oblique» channels



  

Where is the UV of the anti-M2 throat? 

Anti-M2 dominated region
anti-SD flux

a probe anti-M2 feels no force 

C(vetic)-G(ibbons)-L(u)-P(ope) 
background

SD flux
a probe M2 feels no force

NM2 anti-M2 
brane sources 

M units of SD
flux

The gluing surface, 
the UV of the anti-M2 throat
(all NNM are coming from here)

We can push the gluing surface
to the UV by taking large NM2 and M

(still with small NM2/M)!



  

The plan I
1. Smear the anti-M2 's over the 4-sphere at the tip. 

2.Then using the SO(5) isometry of the problem calculate the M5 
    polarization potential for the transversal channel 
    (the only «visible» channel for the smeared configuration). 

3. If the gluing surface is far in the UV, the non-normalizable 
    modes (the B.C.) are the same for localized and smeared anti-M2's.  

M5 M5

4. End up with a polarization poteintial for the transverse channel,
    but with localized sources (PS magic trick). 

SO(5) SO(4)

Up to the 
gluing!



  

The plan II
5. Derive the polarization potential for the KP (inside the 4-sphere) 
    channel using the fact that there is only one (L=2) 
    supersymmetry breakin term : 

SUSY part L=2 term

The sign flips for the KP channel!

There are only two possible L=2 
(traceless harmonics ) terms:



  

The main(?) result

 … and we don't even have to 
glue to the asymptotic CGLP solutions!!! 

The quadratic term came from the «non-perfect» 
cancellation between the DBI and the WZ.

It measures the force on a probe M2 in the background
of (localized) backreacting M2's.

M2's are tachyonic!
UV

M2

? ?

1402.2294
with Bena,
Grana, Massai



  

The interpretation I

Probe KP(V)
«Backreacted» KP(V)

based on a simple intuition

Before we start:

1. We found only the leading terms in the 
    polarization potential (inside the throat, near the NP)

2.  We assummed M and NM2  are large 
     compared to the 4-sphere radius 
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Valid in a different regime
(almost a «probe»)!!

- -
- -

-
--

--
fluxD3

D3fluxDeWolfe, Kachru, Verlinde



  

The interpretation II

Probe KP(V)
«Backreacted» KP(V)

based on a simple intuition ...and what we just found

The curvature of the 
4-sphere «kicks in» here



  

The interpretation III

The M5 are also tachyonic 

M5's

anti-M2's

M5's with larger
M2 charge

Repulsion!



  

Conclusions:

1. No conclusions …. Mostly questions 

2. Earlier results for D3: tachyonic as hell well!
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